Build a bug house

Looking for a way to spend some more creative time outside? Bugs, frogs, and other small animals need shelter too, why not build them a house!

- Your house will probably be very hard to move, make sure you build it where you would like it to stay, like in a garden or nice shady spot.
- Flat rocks or pieces of wood are a good place to start, they make a stable foundation for your house, you could also build it right on the ground.
- Pieces of bark make good walls for your house, what else can you find to build your house?
- What will you use for the roof of your house? Leaves might work well if you can make sure they don’t blow away.
- Does your house have a door that is big enough for your animal?
- Animals need water as well as shelter; is there a way to put water near your house?
- Did you end up making your bug house inside? Maybe your pet rock can live there.